Colleague UI 5.0 – Forms with Multiple Pages

In Colleague UI 5.0, the form search dropdown menu will provide you with your previously used forms and searches.

In this example, we’ll be using the **SECT: Sections** form for COLL-101-H02 in the Fall 2019 semester. This particular section is being highlighted because it has multiple meeting dates/times but only two are shown by default.
In the previous version of Colleague, when you hover your mouse cursor over the “Schedule Print Times” area, a tool tip (*Page 1 of 5*) in the upper right displayed the number of pages available.

After clicking inside any field for “Schedule Print Times,” a new option displays in the upper right where you can navigate between the pages.

In the latest version of Colleague, when you hover your mouse cursor over the “Schedule Print Times” area, a tool tip (*Page 1 of 5*) displays where your mouse cursor is located.

After clicking inside any field for “Schedule Print Times,” a new option displays above the entire form where you can navigate between the pages.

The actual navigation is the same between versions but the place to find it has changed slightly.